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Abstract 
Early empirical studies of exchange rate determinants demonstrated that fundamentals-based 
monetary models were unable to outpetform the benchmark random walk model in out-of-sample 
forecasts while later papers found evidence in favor of long-run exchange rate predictability. More 
recent theoretical works have adopted a microeconomic structure; a utility-based new open economy 
macroeconomic framework and a rational expectations present value model. Some recent empirical 
work argues that if the models are adjusted for parameter instability, it is a good predictor of nominal 
exchange rates while others use aggregate idiosyncratic volatility to generate good predictions. This 
latest research supports the idea that fundamental economic variables are likely to influence ex-
change rates especially in the long run and further that the emphasis should change to the economic-
value or utility based value to assess these macroeconomic models. 
JEL Classification: E40, E52, C32 
Keywords: Exchange rate, economic fundamentals, macroeconomic and microeconomic models, 
nonlinear models, parameter instability 
l.lntroduction 1 
The problem of the determination of exchange rates, while still not completely solved, 
may be headed towards a cautious resolution. Recent research supporting the relationship 
between macroeconomic variables and exchange rates has concentrated on: theoretical 
developments and explanations (Moore and Roche, 2006; Evans and Lyon, 2005a, 
2005b; Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2006; Devereux and Engel, 2002); sophisticated 
'Contact author: Pasquale M. Sgro, Deakin Business SchooL 336 Glenferrie Road, Malvern. Vic 3144, 
Australia. Tel: +61(03) 9244 5245. Fax : +61(03) 9:244 5006. 
·The authors wou ld like to thank an anonymous referee for helpful comments. 
1 The term '"exchange rate disconnect puzzle" was coined by Obsteld and Rogotf (2000) to cover the weak 
short-run relationship between the exchange rate and macroeconomic variables. 
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econometri c tec hn ique~ along wit h improved data quali ty, including finn level data ( R os~i 
2005 and 2006; Guo and Savickas, 2005; Dekle, Jeong and Ryoo, 2005; Deck le <lllcl Rv1H • 
. I. 
2004: and Fitzge rald, 2004) and on the economic va lue or uti I ity-basecl value of assess iw· 
the performance of these fundamentals models (Abhyankar, Sarn o and Valente . 2005: an~ 
earlier West. Edi son and Cho, 1993 ). 
As far as the histori cal evidence on exchange rates is concerned. it is well known that 
exchange rat e~ have behaved ve ry differentl y during the last ce ntury. Until the ear ly 1970 ~ 
and with the exception of the two World Wars, most cou ntri es maintained a system 11.1' 
fixed exchange rates. The Bretton Woods System was specifi ca ll y crea ted to prevent the· 
des tabili zation of foreign exchange rates caused by spec ul ator~ in the t1oat ing exchan~t 
rate period during the first and ~econd world wars. Under thi s sy~ tem , the member cou~1 _ 
tri es establi shed narrow bands pegging the nominal exchange rate between their eurrencv 
and the US dollar. However, the system failed to stabili ze the vo latile foreign exc lwn ~~· 
rates mechanism after rile dollar deva luation of 1973 and despite some sporad ic inte rvc~ 1 . 
ti on, industrialized countries floated their exchange ra tes after 1973. ~1iming to incre;1sc· 
the degree of fl ex ibility of the exchange rate system. 
The breakdown of the Bretton Woods System rep resen ted a compelli ng opporlunit 1• 
for economish and po licymakers to test competing exchange rate models to try ;111 ;1 
ex plain what determines exchange rates and the ir vari ab ility. 2 The first generation or 
empiri ca l tests on exchange rate-; were directed to assess the validity of models like "till' 
flex ibl e price monetary model'" and "the st icky price model'' . After the early wave or 
empi rica l studi es large ly support ive of monetary models," later res ults turned nul to he. 
negat ive . Fitting exc hange rates to contemporary observabl e va ri ables, in-sample. is one 
thing, foreu1sting olll -nf-sample is quite another. In the early 1980s two econom i ~ts sh ifted 
the foc us of the em pi ri ca! exchange rate studies from in-sample to out -of-sample fo recast -
ing. Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) found tha t a simple random walk model out-pcrfor111cd 
both the fle xible-price (Frenkel) and the sti cky-price (Dorn busch) monetary models. 
This article prov ides a selec ti ve overview of the theore tical and empiri cal cvitlenrc 
on the exc hange rate disconnect puzzle with a spec ial focu:-. on its main cletenninants 
relating to nominal exc hange rates and monetary fundamental s and the abi lity or macr~ 
oeco nomic variab les to preclicl exchange rate movements both in the shon-run a1Hl in 
the long- run. Since the rea l exc hange rate is highl y correlated to the nom inal exch< l n~,· 
rate , it a]so is disconnec ted to macroeconomic fundamental s (K ili an and Taylor. 200.11. 
The article concludes by arguing that the past debate on fundam enta ls mode l5 has been 
misdirected and that these models should be eva lu ated on the bas is of thei r usefu lne~~ 1• 1 
an investor and as a means of describing the long-run behav ior of the et.:onomy. 
' Baxter ;ond Stud man ( 19S9i ~ ho wecl that the tran sition from fixed lo tlo<~ting cxd1ange rares lead' h• :. 
strong increase in nomi n;ol ~ncl real exch~nge rate vari abili ly 1hal is not tolllnved by a 'i mil ar increase intl1:· 
'"'"·iabilil y of 111<1Croeconomic fu ndamentals. Thi s impli es th ai monewry models alone can nor ex pl;1in1hc h i~ II 
1·ariabi lity of the exchange rates. Flood ami Rose ( I ')95) confirm the find ing of B;oxtcr and Stockman reptll " li ll ~' 
once again the 11cah relal ionship bet11ecn exchange mte> and macroeconomic I <triable;,. 
' See Fre nkel's t l 976 ) cilhsical study on the German ilyperinrlation. Bi t son ( 197~) . Hnclric~ ( 11)7~ 1 • 
Dornbusch ( I 979 ). 
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This article is divided into the following main sections. Section 2 presents the key 
thcordical concepts while the monetary models of exchange rates are presented in Section 
·~ Section 4 focuses on reviewing some of the empirical literature on the exchange rate 
d~term i nation whi le Section 5 looks at the recent theoretical literature. These studies all 
analyze the same question - are economic fundamentals useful in explaining exchange 
o.Hes? The fina l section sets out the conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
2. Market Efficiency and the Random Walk 
Numerous empirical studies of international financial markets have focused on market 
efficiency. In an efficient speculative market, prices should fully reflect information 
available to market participants and it should be impossible for a trader to earn excess 
returns on speculation . Foreign exchange market participants possess two characteristics: 
(i) rational expectation and (ii) risk neutrality. The efficien t market hypothesis in the 
presence of risk neutrality implies that the gain from holding one currency rather than 
another must be compensated for by the opportunity cost of holding investments in this 
cmTency rather than the other. Black (197 I) defined a perfect mm·ket for a stock as one in 
which both people endowed with publicly available information and those with private 
information are unable to make profits hom speculation (because prices adjust very quickly 
as the information becomes available, and therefore, prices move randomly) . To illustrate 
this more clearly, the concept of a Fair-Game should be considered. 
A Fair-Game is a game which is neither in one person's favor nor in their opponent's. 
This is the essence of a martingale, a stochastic process [s,] which satisfies the following 
condition: 
(1) 
Suppose that the variable s, can be written as the rational expectation of some 
"fundamental value" (V*), conditional on all available information at timet"!,". Formally: 
s, = E [V*Il,] = E,V* (2) 
It follows that: 
(3) 
Since l,c 1,+1, thus: 
E,[E,+
1 
[V*]] = E,[V*] (4) 
All the information in I, is also in 11+
1
, but 11+ 1 is superior because it contains extra 
information. By the Law of Iterated Expectation: 
(5) 
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In other words, realized price changes cu·e unforecastable given the information in the 
set /,. If s, is the spot price of one counu·y's money in terms or another at time 1, then the 
n1a11ingale hypothesis states that the change in the spot price exchange rate is zero when 
conditioned on the exchange rate 's enLire history. In a forecasting context. the martingale 
hypothesis implies that the best (here best = minimal mean-squared error) forecast of 
tomorrow's exchange rate is simply today's exchange rate. 
Until recently the martingale hypothesis was considered to be a necessary condition 
for an efficient assetmm·kct. The more cfl'icient the market , the more random the sequence 
of price changes generated by the market. Unforlllnately the martingale hypotheses do not 
account for '' risk" in any way. which is indeed one of the most important concepts in 
modern financial economics (trade-otT risk-return). Specifically, if the change in the spot 
exchange rate is positive, it may be the reward necessary to attract investors to hold th<~L 
currency and its associated ri sk, thus implying that the martingale hypothesis is n(• ither a 
necessary nor a suffi cient conditi on for rationall y determined asset prices (see Lucas. 197?;). 
To ove rcome the above problem, tests on the effi ciency market hypo thesis were 
carri ed om on a stronger version of the martinga le model ; one which ass umes idenl ica ll y 
and indepe ndently distributed incre me nt~ . This model, known <llso as "random walk with 
drift". is given by the following expression: s, = c + s,_
1 
+ e, where cis the expected change 
in the exchange rate or drift. 
3. The Monetary Model 
The two most important type> of monetary models are the fl ex ibl e-price and the sti cky 
price model. 4 
The former re lies on the assum ption of fl ex ible prices . This implies that changes in the 
nominal interest rate refl ect changes in the expected inflation rate. The second re li es on 
the ass umption of sticky prices. Thi s implies that changes in the nominal interest r<~tc 
retlect changes in the tightness of monetary poli cy. 
The first theory is a rea listic descripti on when the vari ati on in the inf lation ditferenti <ll 
is large, as in the German hyperintlation of the 1920s to which Fre nkel's first themy was 
applied. The second theory is a rea li stic desc ription when the va ri ation in the inJ'I at ion 
differential is small, as in the Canadian tloat aga in ~ t the US in the 1950s. the case to whi ch 
Mundell ( 1963) refers. 
3.1 Th e FlcxiiJ!e- Price Mon ewry Model 
The fl exible- price monetary model of exchnnge rates is based on three main assump-
tions: first, money market equilibrium, second, purchas ing power parity and th ird. unco\·ercd 
interes t parity (UIP). 
Money market equil ibrium is achieved by assu ming perfect substituta bility of domes· 
tic and foreign assets. The exchange rate adjustmen ts allow demand and suppl y to reach 
equilibrium in the fo reign exchange market. 
' See Fran kel ( 1 99~) and Sarn0 and Tay lor (2002 ). 
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m * = p * + a*v *-~*i *+ t:* (6b) I I • 1 I I 
where m,, p, andY, are the logs at timet of the domestic stock of money, the price level and 
real output. The nominal interest rate is denoted by i,; t:, represents a shock to money 
demand; a and ~ are two structural parameters. Note that asterisks denote foreign 
variables. 
Purchasing power parity (PPP) shows how national price levels are linked to the 
nominal exchange rate. This is taken to imply that all prices, including wage rates, are 
perfectly ncxible. thereby establishing automatic full employment of resources (P* = SP, 
or S = P* I P). Taking logs and including a disturbance v,, it follows that: 
(p - p*), = s, + v, (7) 
where s, is the nominal bilateral exchange rate defined as the unit price of domestic 
currency in terms of foreign cunency. 
The UIP condition relates domestic and foreign nominal interest rates to the change in 
the nominal exchange rates. To account for the fact that agents might demand a higher rate 
of relllrn for holding foreign assets, this condition includes a risk premium. 
(8) 
This modified assumption of UIP states that the expected exchange rate change is 
equal to the interest rate differential between horne and domestic currency less an 
adjustment for a risk premium. P,· Using equations (6a) to (7) and solving for the nomi -
nal exchange rate. assuming that a= a * and~= P*, and combining the resulting equation 
with (8) yields: 
s = (m - m*) -CX()'- y*) + R£[s -s]- (£- £*) - v + p 
I I I I t-J !+I J I I f (9) 
which is simihu· to the basic nexible monetary model equation derived by Mussa (I 976). 
One strand of the early theoretical literature on monetary models departed from the 
simple flexible price model to include a maximizing representative agent subject to 
budget constraints and cash-in-advance utility constraints. Stockman ( 1980), for instance. 
de velops an equilibrium model to determine exchange rates and prices of goods, where 
changes in the relative prices of goods are due to supply or demand shifts inducing 
changes in the exchange rates and deviations from purchasing power parity. Lucas (I 982) 
sol ves the maximization problem of a representative agent subject to budget constraints 
and cash-in-advance constraints and builds a two-country general equilibrium model of 
exchange rates with perfect competition. Both the Stockman and the Lucas models dif-
fer from the one presented above because they introduce the distinction between tradable 
and non-tradable goods and I or agents with heterogeneous preferences with respect to 
domestic and foreign goods. 
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3.2 The Slick,· Price Mnnf'lmy Model 
Dornbusch ( 1976) built a monetary model wi th sticky prices. which conclud ecl that the 
short-term exchange rate might overshoot its long-term level. To 'ee this. it is n~ces sary to 
rewrite equations (6a) and (8) . To simplify things . i*, is assumed to be constnnr, the error 
term is dropped from (6a) and the risk premium correction from (8): 
Ill = /J + IX\' _ P.i 
I / - I JJ I (6a) 
The ~ ticky price monetary model departs hom the Jssumprion of continuous pmchas-
ing powe r pJrity to inc lude price ri gidi ty in the good ~ mJrket. fn other words, the eqtwtion 
s·, = (p-p':'i, does 110t need to hold continuously. Dornbusch ( 1976) aggrega tes all domestic 
ou tpu t a.~ a single composite good and assumes that the domestic ;1ggregate clemamL_r", . ;, 
an increasi ng function of the domestic real exchange rate q = s + p '''- p. 
r" = \' + o(s + /} '''- ;)- (1). 8 > 0 
· I - f I '=I- ( 10) 
where unclerscorecl VJ riables denote the equilibrium level of those variables and 8 is ,1 
parameter. So. for instance.}: is the namn d or eq uilibrium output leve l. To simpli fy thing\. 
it is as~wned that}:, g_ and p''' are constant . Equation ( I 0) impl ies th m. cetnis paribus. ~ 11 
increase in the foreign price leve l !'.hifls the world demand toward do mestica ll y produced 
goods. 
Dornbusc h ( 1976) justifies thi s adjust ment process by assuming tl1at the domestic 
country has a monopoly power over tradabl e goods, which have greater consumer price 
index weight at home than abroad. 
The Dornbusch model pred icts that the short-term exchJnge rate might overshoot it.' 
long-term level. To understand thi s, suppose that the domestic country cub its nomin;ll 
money supply. Sticky prices in the short term wi ll determine a fall in the real money 
supply and an increase in the in te rest rates so that the money market renches equi li briu m. 
Higher interest rates will determine an inflow of foreign capital and consequently a 11 
appreciation of the nom inal and real exchange rates. Short-term equilibrium i~ then achieved 
when the expected rate of depreciation is _just equal to the interes t rate dilferential. It 
follows that if the interest rate differential is different from zero the expected mte ol· 
depreciation also has to be different from zero. Thi s illlplies that the short-term exchange 
must overshoot its long-term level. In the long-term , however, price~ adjust by lelting the 
exchange rate converge to its long-term leve l. 
4. Empirical Studies 
The early emp iri ca l studies were supportive of the monetary model s o r exc!J~111gc 
rates. thus indicating that these were able to predict exchange rates. Frenkel\ result s. for 
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instance, were strongly supportive of the monetary model5 (see also Bilson). However, 
once the data was extended beyond 1978, the monetary model of exchange rate was again 
tested and the empirical results turned out to be negative. Frankel (1979), for 
instance, modified the simple exchange rate monetary model to account for real interest 
rate differentials and found that both original versions of the monetary models, i.e. Frenkel-
Bilson with flexible prices and Dornbusch (1976) with sticky prices were rejected by the 
data. 6 In a subsequent paper, Dornbusch (1980) tested the exchange rate monetary model 
7 for the German mark-US dollar and found that the model was not supported by the data. 
As already stated, beyond 1978 the exchange rate monetary model started to yield 
negative results. In particular, most of the empirical studies at the time suffered from: 
Endogeneity. The potential endogeneity between the money supply and the interest 
rate may represent a problem in the estimation of exchange rates monetary models (see 
for instance Frankel, 1979; Meese and Rogoff, 1983a). 
Misspecification and non-linearity. Econometricians generally believe that all econo-
metric models are mis-specified. Exchange rate monetary models can be mis-specified 
in many respects, such as with regard to the functional form. 
Other problems included poor fit, failure to pass diagnostic tests and breakdown of the 
estimated equations. 
[n summary, the early empirical studies on exchange rates attempted to assess whether 
fundamentals-based monetary models were able to explain exchange rate movements by 
looking at the in-sample fit of the monetary model. In other words, the full sample of data 
was used to fit the model of interest. However, as stressed by Ashley, Granger and 
Schmalense (1980), in-sample predictive accuracy is not a good test, for it simply tells us 
that the model fits the data reasonably well. Unfortunately, in-sample tests are well known 
to be biased in favor of detecting spurious predictability. They believed that a more 
rigorous evaluation criterion for assessing the forecasting ability of competing models 
should rely on out-of-sample testing. This methodology requires the replication of the 
data constraints faced by a real-time forecaster. 
·
1 Frenkel (1976) tested the flexible price monetary model by regressing the monthly change on the German 
mark I US dollar exchange rate on the home-foreign differential of the logs of the stock of money, real output 
and expected inflation for the period I 920-1923. The key assumption of Frenkel's model is that the relative 
expected inflation differential is independent from the price level. This assumption is only valid because 
Frenkel's (1976) model was set up in the context of the German hyperinflation of the 1920s. 
6 Frankel's (1979) model shares the characteristic of long-term equilibrium with the flexible price monetary 
model, while it shares the assumption of sticky prices in goods markets with the sticky price monetary model. 
On the sticky price mor1etary model of exchange see also Driskill (198 I) and Backus (1984). 
7 In the 1990s the literature on sticky prices has focused on the relation between the real exchange rate 
and the interest rate differential. Enders and Lee ( 1997) use the Blanchard and Quah decomposition to investigate 
the effect of real and nominal shocks on real and nominal exchange rate movements. Nominal shocks have 
had a minor effect on the real and nominal bilateral exchange rates between the US and Canada, Japan and 
Germany. They found little evidence of exchange rate overshooting. Furthermore they report that real demand 
shocks, rather than supply shocks, have been responsible for volatile exchange rate movements. 
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The stu dies of Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a, b) shifted the focus of atte nti on fron1 
in-sample estimation to out-of-sample forecasting~·" . Meese and Rogoff ( 19R3a) com. 
pared the om-of-sample forecasting performance of various structural and time se ries models 
using monthly data on the US dollar versus tile British pound, German mark. Japane~e yen 
and the trade weighted doll:w excli:1nge rates over the period March 1973 to June 1981 HI 
Their methodology was based on th e foll ow ing procedure: (1) the sample dma is por-
ti oned into two sub-samples and each model is initially es timated for each exchange rate 
using the first sub-sample, which in Meese and Rogoff (l983a) corresponds to March 
1973 to November 1976: (2) fo rec asts are generated at horizons of one , three, s ix and 
twel ve months; (3) each data point from the second sub-sample is added (o ne by one) to 
the first. the parameters of each model are re-estimated usi ng rolling regress io n anclne\1' 
fo recasts are generated at one, three . six and twelve month hori zons. The out-o f.-sa mpk 
fo recasting acc uracy is measured by different statistic s, the most important or whi cl1 is the 
root-mean-squa red e rror (RMSE) . Table I sets out th e RMSE s tati stics at one. three. 
s ix and twe lve month horiwn s over the full sample as originally reported by Meese anti 
Rogoff ( 19S3a). 
M eese and Rogoff ( J 983 a) found that no mod e l describ ed in the inte rnati on:il 
macroeconomics literature could beat the na·fve random walk in out -of-sample forecasts 
(a t least in the short-term, i.e. less than 12 mo nths). 11 The studies o f Meese and Rogoll 
( 1983a, b) suffered from 1 wo main problems. The first is the one of endogene ity between 
variab les while the second is that of spurious res ults. 1' 
By using instrum ental vari ab les (lV ) estimation and in sample g rid search over possi-
bl e combinations of parameter va lues, Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) attempted to correc t ror 
the problem o f endogeneity between vari ables. This implies th at any failure to forecast 
cannot be attributed to endogeneity or small sa mple bi as . The second probl em rem ained 
unresolved because Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) used as a depende nt var iable th e log 
exchange rate which was almost surely non-stationary (integrated of order one 1( I) ), 
assuming however that it was, implying that the estimated regress ion coefficienh were 
probably the res ult of a spurious regression. One of the main drawbacks of the ro lling 
regression me th od adopted by Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) to produce out-of-sample 
fo recasts li es in the likely presence of paramete r instabil ity. 
An alternative approach is based on the time-varying parameters method to obt<l ill 
out-of-sample forecasts of exchange rates. An important paper on thi s strand of literature 
" The advHntage of the ont -of-sample le., ting over th e in-sample ev:duation tec hniques is I hoi the fc>rlllC I 
\es t implicitl y \he stability or \he cstimaicd coefficients providing a rigorous cva luali on criteria to ass~" ilw 
t"orecas\ing abi lilv or competing models (":c Gandolfo. 1998). 
'' Inoue and Kilian (2002) investiga te 1he trncle-olf between in -s:11nple tes\s :111cl ou t-of-somple teqs or 
predictabi lity in terms of \heir size ancl pnwer. They puinl out thai ""there is not presumption thai claia mining 
renckr> in-sample le>ts of pred ictability less re liable \han out-of-sample tests '". 
'" Meese <lllcl Roga n· ( 1 98~a.> \ested \he foll owing I e rs ions or the moneta ry model · t' r.;nke t-Rilsnn. 
Dornbusch-Franke! and Hooper-Morton. 
11 Woo ( 1985) est imated. using maximumlikclihoucl. a monetary 111 udcl witl1 fl ex ible prices for \h e dutlnt·-
cteutschemark and found ihai\ lle e5lima\ed coe fri cien\' were stable and correct ly .signed. Wou\ rt exibk price 
monetary model out-performed ihe si mple random w;,lk model up tn a vear allencl. 
1
' See Neely and Sarno (2002). 
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is that of Schinasi and Swamy ( 1989). They estimated the interest differential model of 
frankel with and without lagged exchange rate values on the right-hand side, to generate 
out-of-sample forecasts, by using monthly data on the British sterling, the German mark 
and ten exchange rates against the dollar for 15 periods after March 1980. The main result 
emerging from Schinasi and Swamy's (1989) empirical study is that the RMSE of the 
monetary model (obtained from out-of-sample forecasts by introducing a first order 
autoregressive structure on the parameters) was a better predictor than the random walk 
model. The main drawback of this estimation procedure, however, is that the researcher 
has to specify how the parameters are allowed to vary. 
Despite the use of longer datasets or alternative and I or more sophisticated econo-
metric techniques the negative results of Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) have lead to at least 
three different reactions among researchers. First, some tried to improve either the short-
term perfmmance or the long-term performance ofthe structural models by using different 
datasets, more sophisticated techniques or new variables (see for instance the studies of 
Meese and Rogoff, 1983b; Mark, 1995; Chinn and Meese, 1995; MacDonald and Marsh, 
1997; Blomberg and Hess, 1997; Groen, 2000; Mark and Sul, 2001). Second, others 
suggested that the researchers move away from the use of traditional single-equation 
structural exchange rate models toward the use of economy-wide macro-econometric 
models (see for instance the paper of Gandolfo, Padoan and Paladino, 1990). A third 
group introduced nonlinearity in the exchange rate models (see for instance Balke 
and Fomby, 1997; Taylor and Peel , 2000; Taylor, Peel and Sarno, 2001 and Kilian and 
Taylor 2003). 
Table 1 
Root mean square forecast errors' 
Model: Random Jlorward Univariate Vector JIJ·enkel- Dornbusch Hooper-




1 month 3.72 3.20 3.51 540 3.17 3.65 3.50 
$/mark 6 months 8.71 9.03 1240 11.83 9.64 12.03 9.95 
12 months 12.98 12.60 22.53 15.06 16.12 18.87 15.69 
I month 3.68 3.72 4.46 7.76 4.11 4.40 4.20 
$/yen 6 months 11.58 11.93 22.04 18.90 13.38 13.94 11.94 
12 months 18.31 18.95 52.18 22.98 18.55 20.41 19.20 
I month 2.56 2.67 2.79 5.56 2.82 2.90 3.03 
$/pound 6 months 6.45 7.23 7.27 12.97 8.90 8.88 9.08 
12 months 9.96 11.62 13.35 21.28 14.62 13.66 14.57 
Trade- I month 1.99 N.A. 2.72 4.10 2.40 2.50 2.74 
weighted 6 months 6.09 N.A. 6.82 8.91 7.07 6.49 7.1! 
dollar 12 months 8.65 14.24 I 1.14 !0.96 11.40 9.80 10.35 
Source: Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) 
0 Approximately in percentage terms 
• These are estimated using Fair's instrumental variable technique to correct for first order serial correlation . 
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4. I Th e slw rt -run 11 
Mark and Sui using quarterl y data from 1973:01 to 1997:Ql investi gated the shon-
tcrm predictability of 19 countries' exchange rates. The numcra ire countries were in turn: 
the US, Japan and Switzerland . They examined the panel using a one-step-ahead forecast-
ing regress ion. First, they tested whether exchange rates were co- integrated with lnng-tcnn 
determinants predil:ted by economic theory and found that thi s was indeed the ca~e. In 
particular. the null hypothes is of no co- integra tion between the exchange rate and the 
monetary fundamentals was rejected by the data (the ev idence was based on bootstrap 
5results from the asymptotic !-lest, parametric and non-parametric P-values). " These 
results appeared to be robust to the three numeraire currencies considered (US dollar. 
Japanese yen and Swiss franc). 
Second. they examined the ability of fundamentals to forcc<tst future exchange rate 
returns and found that thi s forecasting power for panel-based estimates was significant. 
Mark and Su i's panel out -o f-sampl e regress ion fo recasts were ge nerated at the 
I (k = I) and 16(k = 16)-stcp-ahead and arc compared with those impl ied by the random 
walk. Theil's U-stati stic was used to measure the relati ve forecas ting accuracy. 
There are several issues 10 be considered when dec iding to forecast using pooling 
data. First, one of the main di sadvantages with pooling regress ion concerns the assump-
tion or homogeneity between countri es. In other words, poo ling data across countries 
assumes that there is onl y one data-generating-process for all countri es. If, however. the 
data-generating- process is diffe rent across countries, then pooling the data can result in 
an incorrect inference . Rapach and Wohar (2002). for example. tested whether the 
cross-country homogeneity assumptions made by Mark and Sui were justi fied and 
found that a Wald test rejected thi s one-data-generating process for most of the coun-
tries. Second , pooled parameter estimates arc as good as the individual countries forecasts 
in the short term and better in the long term . Rapach and Wohar argued that it is plausi-
ble that the rejecti on of the homogeneity <tssumption might be due to omitted variables 
bi as or measurement error. 
4.7. The long- run 
Meese and Rogot1 (1983b), Mark and Chin n and Meese noticed that the performance 
of structural models appe8red to improve over the r<J ndom walk once one looks m fo recast 
hori zons grater than one year. 
Meese and Rogoff (1 983 b) found that the RMSE for the random wa lk model were IHJ 
longer consiste ntly the lowest when one looked at two to three year fo recast horizons. 
u B lomberg aud Hess (1997) believed that tile poor pe,tormancc of the monetary model in precliclin~ 
short-term mo w menrs in the exclwnge rare migiH be a restlil or rhc <ltll iss ion of poli1ical faciOI'' rrom 1hc 
analysis. Blomberg and Hess deri ,ecl results that shm\ed thai poli tical ccon"mic tntxlel,; help 10 esp];li n the 
short-term ( 1- 12 11l01HhsJ movcm~n r s of I he exchange rare i'or rhrce Wcs1crn countries 1 Germany. US aml 
UK) 
'" Sec ~ l ark and Sul, p 38. Tabl e I . 
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The most significant study in favor of long-term exchange rate predictability was by 
Mark who estimated the following monetary model: 
1• - s = a k + r<k[f - s] + u 
• , ... ~ t }J. ( ' (16) 
where ·\is the log exchange rate , .1; is the fundamental monetary model equation 
f.:::: (m - Ill * ),- (y - y*),. a, and~~ are parameters to be estimated and u, is the error term. 
·rhe monetary model proposed by Mark. equation (16), captured the long-term behavior 
of the exc hange rate through an error correction mechanism (ECM). If the 
monetary model has some predictive power in explaining the exchange rate in the long 
term. ()
1
, should be positive and different from zero. If on the other hand the model has 
110 predicti ve power, then the coefficient is equal to zero and the exchange rate is 
unpredictable. 
To bypass the coefficient bias problem that affected the majority of the empirical 
studies in the literature (including those of Meese and Rogoff, 1983a, b, and Mark) 
assessed the validity of both in-sample and out-of-sample results by using a bootstrap 
infercm.:c procedure. " Twelve years after the surprising results of Meese and Rogoff 
(l983a). Mark's positive results in exchange rate long-term predictability led economists 
to refocus their allcntion from short-run towards long-run exchange rate predictability. 1" 
This new wave of optimism. however. was tempered a few years later with the study of 
Berkowitz and Giorgianni (200 I) and Faust. Rogers and Wright (2003) (sec also Killian. 
1999). They questioned Mark's results on the grounds that those obtained supporting long-
run exchange rate predictability were driven by the particular assumptions he made on the 
nature of the null data generating process in the bootstrap procedure and on the sample 
period chosen. 
Berkowitz and Giorgianni criticized Mark's implicit assumption of co-integration 
between the exchange rate and the macroeconomic fundamentals . This assumption 
implies that even though each series could be integrated of order one l( I) (stationary after 
differentiation) the linear combination of the series had to be stationary 1(0) (the mean and 
the autocovariances are independent from the k horizon). In other words, even though the 
difference between fundamentals and exchange rate was non-stationary in the real data. 
the particular data generating process cho;en by Mark did force this difference to be 
stationary. This implies that the critical values could be incorrect because they are almost 
certainly a product of a spurious regression. 17 
15 The estimated coefficients, a, and ~~ · would have been biased since the independent variable (f-s], 
could be almost certain ly highly autocorrelated. 
16 Simone and RazzJk (1999) examined the relationship hctw<~en nnmin;li exchange rat<.' and interest ra te 
differentials and provided a model of the behavior of e~changc rate in the lung wn. where interest rate' were 
determined in the bond market. Their model predicted tlwt un innc;~ sc in the imcrcst rate differential apprc<:iHtcs 
the home currency. They used data on US dollar agr.inst German mark. British JllliiiHJ. J.ipanese ye n and 
Canadian dnllar and found that the first two pair of excha11gc rates display n ' trong relationship with interest 
rate differentials. 
17 Granger and Newbold (1974). 
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Berkowitz and Giorgianni , explo rin g the possible alterna ti ve assumptions 
regarding the data genera ting process, found that Mark's results might be paniall 
questioned. furthermore they noted that long-horizon regressions offer no statistic~ 
power gains over short-horizons regressions thus contradicting Mark's long-run predict-
ability results . 
Following up on Mark's analys is. Faust , Rogers and Wright have extended the 
empirica l evidence by using more than 30 periods of data spanning from 19XO to 2000 
(on ly one period was used in Mark's study ). Faust. Rogers and Wright's study reveals that 
Mark's results on long-run predictability were dependent on the particular data set he 
used in his study. Summing up, faust, Rogers and Wright's findings suggest that most data 
periods give less evidence of exchange rate predictabi lity than the one used by Mark 
especially fo r the mark and the yen. 
4.3 The econonn· wide macTo-econometric 111odel 
Isard ( 1987) beli eved that one way to counteract Meese and Rogoff's ( l983a) nega-
tive results would have been to abandon the strategy of testing single equ<ttion Jll onet<Jr)' 
mode ls in favor of a more complex sys tem of eq uations. These were more suitable for 
cap turing the complex nature of the econo my. Gandolfo, Padoa n and Pal adino ( 1990) 
started by test ing the forecasting performance of several structural models . They buill 
an economy-wide macro-econometric model and tested this against several structur;t\ 
monetary models and the benchmark random walk. They used quarterly data on til~ 
Italian lira I US dollar exchange rate spanning from 1960:QI to 1987:Q IV. Gandolfo. 
Padoan and Paladino portioned the fu II samp le into two sub-samples: ( I) 190 I :Ql to 
J 984:Q IV and (2) 1985:Q I to 1987:QIV. The fir st sub-sample was used I'm the 
in-sample estimation; the second for the out-of-sample forecasting. 
Gandolfo et al. compared the ou t-of-sample forecasting performance of the following 
models with that of a benchmark random walk (RW): ( I) Frenkel-Bilson (FB ); Dornbusch-
Franke I (DF) : Hooper-Morton (l-IM); Hooper- Morton adjusted for risk 
(HM +risk): (2) The lagged version of FB: OF: HM; HM +risk; (3) The error cmrec tio11 
forms of FB ; DF; HM; HM +risk. They used the RMSE and the mean-absolute-error 
(MAE) evaluation criteria and both out-of-sample multi-step-ahead and rolling regre~sion 
forecasting performances. Table :2 reprod uces their out-of-samp le multi-step-ahead 
forecasting results.' " 
The main characteristic of the multi -step-ahead technique is that the predicted value 
for any point of the forecasting period is always equal to the va lue observed in the las! 
period of the e~ti ma ti on sample. 1Y The first column indicate~ the model, the second the 
RMSE in percentage points and the third the MAE in percentage terms. 
" Sec Gandolfo el <1l. ( 1990). p I 0+. 
''' See GandnlJ"o ct a!. ( 1'1901. p 105 . 
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Table 2 
out-of-Sample Multi-Step-Ahead Forecasting Performance (%) 
-1\fodel RMSE MAE 
---
FB 6.23 5.12 
FB with lag 6.35 5.29 
FB with lag and EC 8.61 7.41 
Df 6.27 5.23 
oF with lag 6.27 5.21 
DF with lag and EC 8.71 7.48 
HM 7.58 5.69 
HM with lag 6.15 7.35 
HM with lag and EC 8.82 7.37 
HMR 8.29 6.73 
HMR with lag 7.55 6.36 
HMR with lag and EC 8.77 7.05 
RW 4.76 4.00 
RW multi-step-ahead 9.26 8.22 
Notes: The numbers in bold denote that the structural model has a lower RMSE or MAE than the RW. 
It should be stressed that Gandolfo et al. compared the multi-step-ahead out-of-sample 
forecasting performance of structural models both with the one-step-ahead RW and 
the multi-step-ahead RW. However, as pointed out by Schinasy and Swamy, the 
one-step-ahead RW is not the appropriate measure to use against multi-step-ahead 
structural models. Ignoring that measure, Table 2 reports that all structural models have a 
lower RMSE than the random walk. The numbers in bold denote the superiority of the 
structural models. Thus, structural models far outperform the multi-step-ahead random 
walk. 
Table 3 contrasts the results of structural models with those of a benchmark RW using 
the out-of-sample rolling regression method.20 The first column reports the model, the 
remaining columns the RMSE and the MAE at the three-, six- and twelve-month horizons. 
20 See Gandolfo et al. (1990), p 105. 
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Table3 
Ont-of'-Sample Rolling Regression For~casting Performance( % ) 
Horizon 
3 i\Ionlhs ti Months l2 l\lonlhs 
1\ Iudel Rl\ISE MAE RMSE 1\IAE RMSE ~ lA E 
FB 6.22 5.03 6.73 5.6-1 ti .99 5.63 
FB with lag 4.5 1 4.03 4.97 3.52 6.41 5.17 
FB wi th lag and EC 7. 11 5.74 7. 16 11.32 8.23 fi .86 
DF li. l4 5.16 6.74 5.36 6.58 5.34 
DF with lag 4.49 3.79 4.89 4.U2 6.45 5.33 
DF with lag and EC 7. 1] 5.78 7.6 6. 16 9. t:l 7.51 
HM 6. 96 5.61 7.35 5.96 7.27 S.B 
l-IM with lag 5.18 4.54 5.90 4.XO 7.67 5.51 
l-IM with lag and EC 7.]6 5.X I 7.7 5 6. 19 8.75 6.95 
HMR 7.-16 5.')8 7.84 (d4 7.59 5.46 
HI\1R wi th lag 5.<1 4 .83 6.0X 4.43 7.9 I 6. 1() 
1-IMR " ith lag and EC 7. 74 6.29 7.89 6. 18 '>.19 7 .6~ 
RW 4.48 4.18 5. 29 4.07 7.65 6.05 
Notes: The IHIInbcr~ in bold denote that the structura l model h:1> a lower RI\1SE t>r tvlAE rhanthe RW. 
Here the results show that the RW is genera lly superior to structural model-; at the 
tl1ree-month and six-month forecasting hori 7.on , bu t generall y inferior to them at the 
twelve-month forecasti ng horizon. 
Gandolfo eta!. stressed the fact that structural exchange rate models performed poorly 
ou t-of-sample. as measured by the RMSE and the MAE cri teria, and that the failure of 
stnu.: tural models lO predict exchange rate movements depends on the presence of 
non-linearity in the data. ~ ' Therefore, they estimated a wide macro-econometric model 
and compared the multi -step-ahead out-of-sample predicti ve performance of this macro-
ewnomctric model wi th that of the benchmark RW. They found that this systemat ically 
beats the RW and the fumlamcntals -based monetary models in out-of-sample-forecasts 
(see Table 4). 21 
" Merse and Rose ( 1990) used n 1·ari cty of nun-linear and non-para metric tec hniques in the con1e1t oi 
struct ura l models. Meese an d Ro>e d id not find ~ tro ng evidence of non -linearity in tile data. Chang and Osk1 
( 1999) reponed thar the eOIT11110n empirical departure from rationality in exchange rate fo,·ecr'"' can t'c 
L·onsidered as the product of non-linearit y contained in the exc hange ra te d <~ta. They fo und that a nlln -lin,·;n 
pattern in rece nt exchange rate mo1·emen1~ occ UlTed when the second of three consec uti ve peaks i., high''' 
than the fi rst <IIH.l the third (head-and-shoulders). 
' ' T he economy-wide macroeconometric mode l that Gandolfo e t al. L"e is the MA RK V 1·cr,ion nr th,· 
Gandnlfo-Padoan It a lian continuous tin>e model. which con,is ts or a sinwl tancou, sy~tem or 2-1 qoc lw,ti,· 
cl iffercntial equati ons (see Gando lfo and Padoan. 19'JO). 
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'fllble 4 
The out-of-Sample Predictive Performance of MARK V (%) 
--- Horizon 
1 Month 3 Months 6Months 12 Months 
Model RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE 
MARKV 2.63 1.94 2.62 2.04 2.47 2.06 2.24 2.14 
RW 3.37 2.76 5.39 4.66 10.8 10.57 19.76 19.05 
Notes: The numbers in bold denote that the structural model has a lower RMSE or MAE than the RW. 
These results, for the Italian lira-US dollar nominal exchange rate, are quite encourag-
ing because they weaken the Meese and Rogoff (1983a) argument that structural models 
cannot forecast the exchange rate movements better than a nai"ve RW model. 
4.4 Nonlinear models 
A significant number of economists believed that introducing non-linearity into 
exchange rate models could improve their predictions, overcoming the problem of the 
weak short-term relationship between exchange rates and macroeconomic fundamentals 
(Frankel and Froot, 1987; Taylor and Peel).23 In particular, Taylor and Peel, using a smooth 
transition autoregressive model (STAR)24 which implies nonlinear error correction 
towards long-run monetary equilibrium, investigate the ability of nonlinear 
exchange rate models to account for the empirical observation that exchange rates are 
relatively insensitive to macroeconomic fundamentals when close to their equilibrium 
values. 25 They used as their starting point the following STAR formulation. 
(17) 
where, z,, a measure of the deviation from fundamental monetary equilibrium 
(e.g. z = s + [m-y] -[m*- v*] ), is assumed to be stationary and ergodic with u -
I 2 I I ~ t I iid N(O,a ). As before, s, m and y represent the nominal exchange rate, money supply and 
real output. <1>[8[Z,_J- J.L]] is the transition function, assumed by Taylor and Peel (2000) to 
be exponential (bounded between zero and unity), which determines the degree of mean 
reversion and is itself governed by the parameters q and m. 
Taylor and Peel, using quarterly data for the US dollar versus the UK sterling and the 
German mark spanning from J973:Ql to 1996:QIV, first tested for the presence of 
"Baxter and Stockman showed that the transition from fixed to t1oating exchange rates leads to a strong 
Increase in nominal and real exchange rate variability not followed by a similar increase in the variability of 
macroeconomic fundamentals. This implies that monetary models alone cannot explain the high variability of 
the exchange rates during the recent float. See also Flood and Rose. 
'" See Granger and Terasvirta (1993). 
25 See also Taylor, Peel and Sarno, and Kilian and Taylor. 
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nonlinearity in the data and selected the appropriate variables that determine the regint 
They then estimated, by non linear least squares, an exponential -smooth-transitioes. 
autoregressive model (ESTAR).26 Taylor and Peel found statistically significant eviden~· 
of nonlinearity in the series, indicating deviations of the nominal exchange rate front the 
monetary fundamental equilibrium level. Results confirmed their intuition that the 
nonlinearity found in the data could be well approximated hy an ESTAR. The paramete~ 
of this model implied near unit-root behavior for small deviations but fast adjustment for 
large deviations from equilibrium. 
One of the main drawbacks of their paper, howeve r, is that they did not assess the 
forecasting ability of their proposed ESTAR model against the benchmark random walk. 
In other words, the credibility of nominal exchange rate models, since the seminal work of 
Meese and Rogoff (1983a) is normally a>.sesscd in an out-of-sample test based on iL\ 
forecasting accuracy with respect to competing models . 
Kilian and Taylor, to overcome this problem, specified an ESTAR model to analyze 
the nonlinear dynamics of a number of rea l exchange rates to find out whether smooth 
transition dynamics provide a plausible source of increased long-horizon nominal ex. 
change rate predictability. In other words, they tried to understand whether the 
documented nonlinear relationship between the nominal exchange rate and the underly-
ing macroeconomic fundamentals may help to understand the well known di fficultics in 
forecasting the nominal exchange rates. Kilian and Taylor's main results can be Slllllllla· 
rized as follows. 
Close to the equilibrium the real exchange rate can be approximated by a random 
walk. This fact helps to explain the apparent success of the random walk forecasts for 
nominal exchange rates and it also suggests that formal statistical tests of the RW hypoth-
esis against fundamentals based macroeconomic models may have low power in small 
sample sizes. The presence of ESTAR dynamics in the real exchange rate suggests that the 
power of the tests of the RW hypothesis against fundamentals based models should 
increase with a longer forecast horizon . Kilian and Taylor found strong evidence of 
predictability at hmizons of two to three years, but not at shorter horizons . This short-
horizon negative result can be explained by the small exchange rate sample size available. 
Clarida, Sarno, Taylor and Valente (2003) use a non-linear model of exchange rates 
and utilizing a multivariate Markov-switching framework. They use weekly data on spot 
and forward dollar exchange rates for the G5 countries over the period January 1979 to 
December 1995. They then use this model to forecast dynamically out-of-sample over the 
period .January 1996 to December 1998 and they found that their forecasts were strongly 
superior to the RW forecasts especially up to 52 weeks ahead. 
16 Taylor and Peel , to assess the validity of their results, tested that the transition function, 
<1>[8[Z,_d - ,u]], can be well approximated by an exponential function rather than a logistic one (see Granger 
and Terasvirta). 
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s. Recent Studies 
5.1 Microeconomic and macroeconomic explanations 
There have been a number of recent theoretical attempts at trying to resolve the discon-
nect puzzle. These recent attempts have tried using different microeconomic and 
macroeconomic approaches. The work by Evans and Lyons (2005a) tackles this issue by 
addressing the microeconomic mechanism by which information concerning macro 
variances is incorporated in the exchange rate by the market. They use an asset pricing 
model and "order flow. 27 They attempt this by expressing the log spot exchange rate, S,, as 
the sum of the two terms: the present value on measured fundamentals , /M, and the present 
value of the unmeasured fundamentals.t: 
- -
s, =(I- b )L b' E,f,'~, + (1 - b )Lb' EJ,~, (18) 
i= O 
where 0 < b < 1 is a discount factor, E, is the conditional expectations operator using 
market information in period t. 
Given the lack of data to estimate ( 18), empirical analysis of the link between spot 
rates and macro variables must be based on 
(19) 
i=O 
where E J,M denotes the econometric estimates of market forecasts, and .1: represents the 
I 11-1 ~I 
"unexplained" portion of the spot rate: 
(20) 
i=O i-=0 
Equation (20) shows that the movements in ~' could originate from variations in the 
present value of unobserved fundamentals. An alternative approach is suggested by the 
second term in (20) . Differences between the market's forecasts of measured fundamen-
tals and econometric estimates of these forecasts could also account for the large movements 
in ( The approach thus focuses on the gap between the information sets of the 
econometrician and the market. They conclude that "(1) transaction flows forecast future 
exchange rates changes and do so more effectively than forward discounts; (2) transaction 
flows forecast subsequent macroeconomic variables such as money growth, output growth, 
and inflation, and (3) in cases where transaction t1ows convey significant new information 
about future fundamentals, much of this information is still not impounded in the 
exchange rate itself three months later" 28 
21 Kill een, Lyons and Moore (2006) also use order flow. This is, spot re turns are determined by foreign 
exchange order flows and they examine exchange rate volatility. "Order flow is s igned vo lume; seller-initiated 
trades are negat ive order fl ow and buyer-init ia ted trades are positi ve order tlow" (p I). 
1
' Evans and Lyons (2005a) , p 3. Sarno 12005) also di scusses in ter al ia the exchange rate di sconnect 
puzzle and is optimistic abou t a soluti on. 
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The gap between the information sets of the economcu·i<..:ian anu the market is similar 
to the approach by Engel anu West (2005). Whereas Engel anu West argue that the SpOt 
rate has forecasting power for fuwrc measures of fundamentals. Evans and Lyons argue 
that it is transaction !lows whid1 carry information useful in forecasting future rundamen. 
tals and this information is incremental to the information contained in observed macro 
variables used in econometric estimates. 
The model used by Engel and West also usc an asset-pricing model in which the ex. 
change rate is the expected present discounted value of a linear combination of observable 
and unobservable shocks. They demonstrates that in this type of modeL as asset price 
manifests random walk behavior if fundamentals arc integrated of order I (I J and the 
discount factor ror future fundamentals in one. This assumption implies that as the dis-
count factor approaches one. more weight is placed on future fundamentals in explaining 
the asset price. They first set up the following asset price equation where s, is the asset 
price: 
() < /J < I, ( ~ I l 
/;..() p: ll 
where x, is the n x I vector of fundamental s. b is a discount factor, and a1 and a, arl' 
11 x 1 vect ors. 
They then relate the exchange rate to economic fundamental s and to the expected 
future exchange rate as : 
I, = (I - /) )(.f,, + :,) + IJ(./~, + :,, )+ IJ E,s, ,, (22) 
where here the exchange rate s, is de lined as the log of the home currency price of foreign 
currency. The terms.J;, and <., (i = I. 2) arc economic fundamentals that ultimately drive the 
exchange rate. such as money supp lies, money demand shocks. productivity shocks. and 
so forth. where.(., are fundamentals that arc observable to the econometrician and ;:, those 
that arc not observable. ote the similarity to equations (I H) and ( 19) of Evans and Lyons 
above. 
They then consider a series or monetary models to test their model and conclude (I) 
that exchanges ratc.s may incorporate information about future fundamentals. (2) under 
some empirically plausible assumptions. the inability to forecast exchange rates is a nntu· 
ral implication of the model. (3) that innovation in exchange rates are highly correlated 
with news ahout future fundamentals. (4) exchange rates can help forecast future funda-
mentals and finally that exchange rate fundamentals are linked in a way that is broadly 
consistent with asset-pricing models of the exchange rate.''' Their conclusions. therefore. 
provide a counterbalance to the results initiated by Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a. 19!.0b) nnd 
confirmed later by others. 
·• E1 an' and Lyons (2005c) ex tend rhe Enge l ~nd Wcsl analysi' by focu,ing on exchange rate d) ll<lll lir' 
!hal come frorn ex pecl aJ iomtl surprise. They argue I hal types u f non-publ ic in fonnal ion ma) e:o. isl rhal ;huuld 
be useful for f'orccasling exchange rare surprise,. By exchange rare ;,tnpri se> !hey menn changes rhar cannul 
be explained ba,ed on measures of public infnrmaliun. 
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In a related study Evans and Lyons (2005b) propose combining the micro and macro 
approaches by embe~l~l in_g a mic_ro process or inro_nnation aggregation i~1to a ma<.:ro 
tlynarn ic general eq tulihnum setting. They usc a mt<.:ro level model and t·orccast over 
horizons from one day to one month concluding that their findings are consistent with the 
c:xchangc rate being driven by standard fundamentals . Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2005) 
in troduce a similar idea to that of Evans and Lyons by making the assumption or heteroge-
neous inronnation. That is, they introduce ''symmetric information dispersion about future 
fundamentals in a dynami<.: expectations model". They conclude, inter alia, that over long 
horizons, the exchange rate is closely related to observed fundamentals. "' 
Another aspect of the disconnect puzzle that has attracted recent attention is the 
approach by Dekle, Jeong and Ryoo (2005), Dekle and Ryoo (2004) and Fitzgerald 
(2004 ). This approach by Dekle et al. (2005) uses firm level data to try and explain the 
relationship between expmt volumes and exchange rates. They set out a simple macr-
oeconomic model and show that an appreciation of the exchange rate reduces export 
volumes at the firm level. They then show that by aggregating in a consistent manner, 
the relationship remains significant at the aggregate level. In order to aggregate consist-
ently they argue that it is important to include variables representing firm level 
heterogeneity such as firm-specific import shares and productivity. The inclusion of 
these variables results in the correct sign for the relationship between exchange rates 
and exports. Although their model is partial in nature, it does suggest that in a general 
equilibrium model, the inclusion of firm level heterogeneities in productivity and its 
relationship to a firms export shares if included may provide a solution to the disconnect 
puzzle. In an earlier study, Dekle and Ryoo (2004) estimate a structural model of the 
exporting firm using Japanese firm level data from 1982 to 1997 and find a large elastic-
ity of export volumes to the exchange rate in many industries. 
The approach by Fitzgerald (2004) is to analyze the effect of trade costs on the feed-
back from exchange rates to inf1ation and concludes that trade costs can explain why 
exchange rate volatility does not feed back to int1ation. Other explanations for this lack of 
feedback include sticky prices, pricing to market and distribution costs but Fitzgerald agues 
that the trade costs hypothesis has many advantages over these other explanations. Trade 
costs exist and are economically important, they are as valid for large changes as for 
small changes and are relatively easy to calibrate using a gravity model. 31 
5.2 Parameter instability 
Rossi (2006) address the problem of model selection between economic models of 
exchange rate determination and the random walk using optimal tests for nested models in 
the presence of parameter instability. The advantage of these tests , over those commonly 
"'In an earlier paper, Devereux and Engel argue that exchange rate volatility is due to (a) incomplete 
international financial markets, (b) international pricing structure and product distribution such that the wealth 
effect' of exchange rate changes are minimi zed. and (c) stochastic deviations from uncovered interest rate 
parity. 
31 The paper by Moore and Roche (2006) and the earlier Moore and Roche (2002) introduces a consumption 
externality with habit persistence to resolve the exchange rate disconnect puzzle. 
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used in the literature. is that these can be used to jointly tes ts for both a "null hypothesis 
on the parameters" and "parameter instability' ', and thus can be applied to in vestigak 
whether given model is a good description of the data and whether thi s relationship i, 
stable overtime. 12 
Rossi (2006) motivates the use of the optimal tests as follows. Testing in-sample whether 
the exchange rate in levels is a random walk (and thus its rate of growth, defined as .r
1
, is 
unpredictable) against the possibility that x, , can be explained by the lagged values or'the 
rates of growth of some fundament::~Js x2,_ 1 requires to compare the following two mode], 
and test the null of~= 0 versus the alternative that the parameters are different from zero 
CP t: 0): 
Model I: .Y = £ II I 
Model 2: 
where £,is unforecastable, model I is the random walk and model2 is the economic moclel. 
The null hypothes is could be tested using an in-sample likelihood rati o test. But if the 
test does not reject the null hypothesis. so that b is not significantly different from zero. 
does this imply that the random walk is the best description of the data? Meese and Rogorr 
( 1983 b) suggested that when in-sample tests are not reliable because of parameter insta-
bility, out-of-sample tests should be used instead, however, the out-of- sample te,ts still 
favor the random walk. Rossi (2006) suggests th at if the relationship between the 
exchange rate and the fundamentals is very un s t ::~ ble over time, the true comparison sboultl 
be done on the following two model s: 
Model 1: .1' 11 = £1 
Model2' : x1 =x, 1 ~ + £ I _/- { ( 
where the parameter ~ is now indexed by 1 to imply that can be time-varying. Thus, the 
random walk model is imposing two restrictions: first. parameters are constant over time. 
i.e. r3, = ~; second, parameters are equal to zero, i. e. ~ = 0. Rossi (2006) proposes nn 
in-sample test for this joint hypothesis employing four model of exchange rate~ using 
monthly data from 1973:3 to 1998 : 12 for Canada, France, Germany, Italy and Japan 
,, 
versus the US:"· 
''The cornrnon ly useclresrs for model sclec ri o11 such us the LiKelihood Rati l' Te> L> railr o detect paramcrcr 
imtab il iLy. while rests for parameter insrabiliLy are nor des igned 10 choose berween nested modek OuH>f· 
sample tests arc. however. a robu 51 "' ay or choosing between rwo models in the presence of p<1rameter instabiliry. 
but rhcsc do nor ha ve the highesr asymptoli c local powe r for the jo int null ilypoilll's is of inrere.;l. Opt imal tes rs. 
on lhc other hand. have !he highes t a'ymproti c loca l power (see Ross i. 2005). 
" Rossi wnsi ders the fo ll owing four rest-;: t i) Likelih ood Rar io Tesl; ( ii) Tests for rime-1·<1ryi ng panunercr;: 
(iii) Optimal rests for model specificati on ;~nd time-varyi ng pam1ne1ers, and tivl Out-of- >a rnple rests. 
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e =r:t +Re +Re +Rm +Ry +r:ti +~m +~y 1 Ptr-1 P2r 1-l ~---'3t t-2 t-'41 r- 1 Ps,. 1- 1 J-16, r-1 71 1- 2 Sr- /- 2 
+ ~9,i 1-2 + £, (ARX(2)) 
e, = ~~~-~ + ~2,e 1- 1 + ~3,e ,_z + £, (AR(2)) 
where c, is the rate of growth of the bilateral nominal exchange rate. 111, is the rate of 
growth of the money ratio (with the US variable is in the denominator). Y, is the rate of 
orowth of the real outplll ratio (with the US variable is in the denominator). i is the first 
~ I 
difTercnce of the di fferencc between each country nominal short-term interest rate relative 
to the US. Fundamentals are lagged, parameters arc indexed by t to imply that can be 
time-varying. The models ARX(l) and ARX(2) are used to assess the relationship of the 
rate of growth of the exchange rate with the rate of growth of its lags (I or 2) and the rate 
of growth of its lagged fundamentals (I or 2). The models AR(l) and AR(2) differ from 
those above because the fundamentals are dropped.34 
Rossi (2006) finds that, for some cunencies, optimal tests that are robust to parameter 
instability do reject the hypothesis that a random walk is the best description of the data. 35 
This may imply that economic models were previously rejected not because the funda-
mentals are completely unrelated to exchange rate fluctuations, but because the relationship 
is unstable over time and, thus difficult to capture by Granger Causality tests or by forecast 
comparisons. This would explain why, although economic models exploit the information 
contained in other economic series, they nevertheless do not forecast better than a random 
walk. Rossi also finds that "by estimating both the random walk time-varying parameter 
model and a forecast combination model designed to improve forecasts in 
the presence of structural breaks" the latter methods are capable of improving forecasts 
relative to the random walk".36 
Abhyankar, Sarno and Valente adopt a new approach to the debate on monetary models 
versus random walk. 37 They argue that what is important is the predictive power of 
monetary fundamentals for the exchange rate and use the concept of economic value or 
utility-based value to an investor relying on the model to allocate her wealth between 
two identical assets except for the currency of denomination. This criterion is just as 
important as the statistical measure of forecast accuracy such as root mean squared 
" See Rossi (2006), p I 0. 
3
' See Rossi (2006), Tables (I )- (3). Even though out-of-sample tests do not reject that the random walk 
forecasts are belter. 
36 While Guo and Savickas (2005) in their st1.1dy found strong evidence against the random walk hypothesis 
of exchange rate, they concluded that the US idiosyncratic stock market volatility was a powetful prediction 
of the US$ exchange rate against most currencies. 
"West et al. ( 1993) also focused on a utility-based metric of forecast evaluation rather than the conventional 
statistical criteria. 
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error. They quanti fy thi s economic va lue and then compare it to that of an i nve<.tor usin,, 
a na'(ve RW model. They conclude that the gain ti·om using a fundamental ~ n1odei i~ 
positi vely related to the investment horizon and in verse ly related to rhe level of ri~~ 
elVerS JOn. 
Jn summary, a seri es of alternative theoretical and empiri cal explanations ha ve be~n 
offered in the rece nt literature and provide an altcmative resolution to the di sconncq 
puzzle. 
6. Conclusions 
This review, although se lective, provides the reader with a sense of the richness of tlw 
lit erature and the considerable advances in our understanding of exchange rate determi-
nants that has emerged. The early empirical studies were largely of the monetary models. 
Examples include those of Frenkel: Bil ~on. and l-lodrick . Later. the paper of Mee~e and 
Rogoff ( 1983u) shook the academic community. They showed that fundamentals based 
monetary models were unable to out-perform the benchmark random walk model in 
out-of-sample forecasts. 
It was over 10 years before the Meese and Rogoff ( 1983a) resu lts were convrncrngly 
overt urn eel. One of the most important studies was that of Mark ( 1995) who found 
evidence in favor of long-run exchange rate predictability. The Mark's study s llifteclth~ 
attention of the researchers towards long-term predictability. However, this new wave of 
optimism was tempered by the work or Kilian ( 1999), Berkowitz and Giorgi<mni, and 
Faust, Roger and Wri ght who questioned the underlying assumptions of the ana l ysi~. 
namely. a) the stationarity of the data, and b) the robustness of the samp le period. The~l' 
misgivings about the long-term predictabi lity or exch<tnge rate~ had led some econo-
mist~ to refocus their attention with some s uc cc~s on short-term predictability. l'vlark 
and Sui (:WO l ), for example, us ing one-step-ahead panel data for 19 countries. obta ined 
encouragi ng results. 
Another promising area of research was the invest igation of non-linear exch<:~nge ratl' 
models. Taylor and Pee l. and Kilian and T<:~ y l or. fo r example. using exponential smooth 
transition autoregressive models, shed some light on the exchange rates fundamentals 
disconnection pu7.Zle whi le Clarida, Sarno. Taylor and Valente use a non-line<Jr moclcl 
with a multivariate Markov-switching framework. More recen t theoretical work on 
exchange rate determinati on include those adopting a microeconomic structure such <IS 
Evans and Lyons (2005a. 2005b). Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2005). Dekle. kong 
and Ryoo, and Fitzgerald (2004). a utility-based new open economy macroeconomic 
t'ramework li ke Devereux and Enge l. a rational expectations present va lue model such as 
Engel and West. The use of asset pricing mode ls ancl microeconomic explanatiom, such 
as heterogeneous information , consumption extemality :md habit persi>tence. have been 
used to resolve the discon nect puzzle. 
Other empiri ca l attempts at supporting the use of macro models to predict nominal 
exchange rates include Rossi (2005 , 2006) who argues that if you adjust the rnoclel> for 
parameter instab ility, it is a good predictor and Guo and Savickas who use aggregate 
idiosyncratic volatil it y to generate good predictions. This late~t theore ti ca l and empirical 
re search supports the ide<~ that fundat11ental economic variab les are likely to inl'luence 
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exchange rates especially in the long run and further that the emphasis should change to 
the economic-value or utility-based value to assess these macroeconomic models.38 
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